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FROM THE CHAIR
Hallie Pritchett, University of Georgia

October 25, 2011

Like many if not most of our colleagues both in and 
out of MAGIRT, I wear several different hats at my 
institution.  In addition to being head of the UGA Map 
Library, I am also the Federal Regional Depository 
Librarian, which means I manage our extensive 
government documents collections and serve as liaison 
between Georgia’s 22 selective depository libraries and 
the U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO).  As many 
of our maps were and continue to be received through 
the Federal Depository Library Program, to me this is a 
logical combination.  It also means that I regularly get 
to discuss maps and MAGIRT with a wide variety of librarians in many different 
venues.

This month I attended the annual Depository Library Council Meeting and 
Conference in Washington, D.C., which brings together librarians and information 
professionals from all over the country interested in the dissemination of federal 
government information.  The night before the conference we kicked things off 
with an informal GODORT/MAGIRT dinner at a fabulous Lebanese restaurant, 
where I had the opportunity to explain our name change and talk up MAGIRT 
with some very interested and interesting GODORT colleagues.  During the 
conference itself I gave a presentation on map collection management (Care and 
Feeding of Maps:  Tips for Managing Your Depository Map Collection), where I 
once again had the opportunity to tout the benefits of MAGIRT as a key resource 
for librarians of all types who work with maps and/or are responsible for map 
collections.  The session was very well attended; I handed out close to a hundred 
of our Map Collection Security Guidelines - Administrative Summary brochures 
as well as informational MAGIRT postcards.  Later that morning I introduced 
an equally well-attended hands-on GIS session, which was mostly devoted to 
presentations and demonstrations of online USGS maps and mapping products, 
including the National Map, by USGS’s Richard Huffine and Rob Dollison.  

As chair of the world’s largest map library organization, it was both personally 
and professionally gratifying to know that two of the best-attended sessions at the 
DLC Meeting and Conference—a conference ostensibly aimed at the government 
documents community—were devoted to maps and GIS.  There is clearly a 
continuing interest in maps and geospatial information in the greater library 
community and a need—if not a demand—for the knowledge and expertise of 
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our fellow MAGIRT members.  Outreach opportunities are everywhere, from 
our local institutions to our state and regional library associations to national 
associations and beyond.  I encourage all MAGIRT members to take advantage of 
such opportunities to spread the word about our unique activities, programs and 
publications. Let’s make sure librarians everywhere know about MAGIRT.               

MAGIRT Preliminary Meeting Schedule 
ALA Midwinter 2012

Dallas, TX

Friday, January 20th

•	Evening Social event (TBD)

Saturday, January 21st

•	1:30 – 3:30PM Map Collection Management Discussion Group
•	3:30 – 5:30PM GIS Discussion Group

Sunday, January 22nd

•	8AM – 10AM ALCTS/MAGIRT Map Cataloging Discussion Group
•	10AM – 12PM Cataloging and Classification Committee Meeting
•	1:30 – 3:30PM Executive Board Meeting

Notes:
•	All committees not meeting in person in Dallas are expected to meet 

virtually during the fall and in January and submit a report of their 
activities since Annual at the January 22nd Executive Board Meeting.

•	We are tentatively planning on streaming one or both of the Saturday 
discussion groups live via Skype.

If you have any questions, comments or suggestions about MAGIRT’s 
2012 Midwinter meeting schedule, please contact Chair Hallie Pritchett 
at hpritche@uga.edu.

mailto:hpritche%40uga.edu?subject=
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ALCTS CCS/MAGERT Cartographic Resources Cataloging Interest Group 
ALA Annual Conference, New Orleans, LA
Sunday, June 26, 2011

A subgroup of CCC is working on the guidelines for Provider-Neutral 
Cartographic Record, in response to a request by Becky Culbertson, chair of the 
PCC Standing Committee on Standards.  Susan Moore drafted a Provider-Neutral 
Cartographic Record for a map that is digitized in HathiTrust for her collection.  
The guidelines will be posted in the PCC BIBCO website in the future.     

Susan explained that there is not much difference between a Provider-Neutral 
Record and a record of a scanned map specific to an institute.  In the Provider-
Neutral model, 856 uses subfield “u” for URLs that are general (not institution 
specific), whereas the URLs for the record of a map scanned by an institution has 
URL specific to the institution.

Users of catalogs often find it confusing to search through multiple duplicative 
records with only minor differences between them.

The creation of single Provider-Neutral Record covering all digital versions/
electronic digital reproduction of the same cartographic resource help unclutter 
the catalog and will improve searching and retrieval in online catalogs.

Richard Huffine, director of the USGS Libraries Program, announced that USGS 
is preparing high-resolution and georeferenced scans of more than 200,000 
historical U.S. Geologic Survey topographic maps.  The collection includes all 
scales and editions of the topographic map series, published by the USGS since 
the inception of the topographic mapping program in 1884.  The Bureau has 
created metadata records for each map in the Federal Geographic Data Committee 
(FGDC) standard.  The historical maps are available to the public to download 
at no cost in GeoPDF format via the USGS Store Map Locator & Downloader 
Tool (http://store.usgs.gov).  In addition to the historical topographic map 
collection, there is a new generation of 7.5 minute topographic quadrangles (US 
Topo) in new digital formats that include an image map layer based on National 
Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) aerial imagery.  USGS developed a three-
year cycle for producing these new maps for complete conterminous national 
coverage.  

Jay Weitz gave the OCLC Report.  Connexion client version 2.30 was released on 
April 12, 2011.  Subscribers will be required to upgrade to version 2.30 by Nov. 
1, 2011.  Enhancements included in version 2.30 include: Links to RDA Toolkit; 

ON THE CATALOGING/CATALOGUING FRONT
Tammy Wong, Library of Congress

http://store.usgs.gov
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display of 029 fields moved to bottom of record.  The Connexion browser was 
enhanced on May 15, 2011 to include the Language of Cataloging Limiter and 
links to the RDA Toolkit for Toolkit subscribers.  Both Connexion client and 
browser interfaces were enhanced with new authority control functionality.  Since 
the creation of the National Level Enhance authorization in 1994, the ability 
to replace PCC records has been available only to BIBCO participants with 
Library of Congress approval.  Later this year, OCLC will be expanding National 
Level Enhance capabilities to Regular Enhance participants who have NACO 
authorization but do not participate in BIBCO.  Right now, we expect this change 
to be implemented in August, but that schedule is not yet certain.  

LC, NAL, and NLM announced the RDA implementation decision on June 14th.  
The national libraries will adopt RDA with certain conditions but implementation 
will not occur before January 1, 2013. OCLC’s policy is to continue to follow 
guidelines outlined in its statement “OCLC Policy Statement on RDA Cataloging 
in WorldCat for the U.S. Testing Period and Beyond” and not to change records 
created according to AACR2 (and coded as such) to RDA format and vice versa.

A general control macro created by Robert Bremer of OCLC will change obsolete 
LCSH form subdivision to “$v Maps,” change other form subdivisions to the 
correct form, and create corresponding 655 genre/form terms.  The macro is for 
resources coded type e or f.  The obsolete form subdivision will be converted 
as authority record for genre/form terms are created in LCGFT.  Existing genre/
form terms (tag 655) coded as LCSH are also being converted to 655s coded as 
LCGFT when the particular map genre term becomes available.  Anyone having 
suggestions for any other conversion—Jay Weitz and Robert Bremer would be 
happy to hear from you.  You may email your comments to jay_weitz@oclc.org or 
robert_bremer@oclc.org .

Paige Andrew and Mary Lynette Larsgaard are now working on a guidebook 
for cataloging cartographic materials using RDA. They are compiling a list of 
changes and additions of RDA practices from AACR2R practices.  Paige will be 
presenting an ALA webinar “RDA and Cartographic Materials: Mapping a New 
Route” on September 28, 2011.  

At LC, some LC catalogers who participated in the U.S. RDA Test will return to 
creating RDA authority and bibliographic records early in fiscal year 2012.  A few 
catalogers from G&M will be returning to RDA cataloging in November.

Chris Winters from the University of Chicago library has posted examples of 
manifestation-level records for cartographic resources in ALA Connect.  He raised 
a question on encoding Relationship designators terms in the 1XX and 7XX 
fields.  The available terms in RDA Appendix I do not fully describe many of the 
functions of the creators of cartographic materials.  Relationship designator term 
is a term indicating the role played by the person/corporate body in the resource 

mailto:jay_weitz%40oclc.org?subject=
mailto:robert_bremer%40oclc.org?subject=
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Great Moments in Map Librarianship:
cartoons from the �rst 30 years of base line

by Jim Coombs
Price:  $30

Cartographic Citations: a Style Guide
Second Edition

by Christine Kollen, 
Wangyal Shawa & Mary Larsgaard

Price:  $20

NOW AVAILABLE FROM MAGIRT
NEW TITLES IN THE PRINT PUBLICATION SERIES

ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY!

TO ORDER PLEASE CONTACT:

Jim Coombs
Maps Library

Missouri State University
901 South National Ave.
Spring�eld, MO 65897

JimCoombs@missouristate.edu

MAGIRT
 proudly presents 

the latest titles in our 
Print Publication 

Series

The Map and Geospatial Information Round Table

and is given in subfield e for 100 and 110, 700 and 710.  A question was raised as 
to whether we should describe the nature of the relationship between a resource 
and a person/corporate body when it is not clear.  Consensus was that it should 
only be recorded when it is obvious from the resource and also should be left to 
the cataloger’s judgment, since recording the Relationship designators is optional.    

Another participant asked about a case in which a person/corporate body has 
multiple functions. Should all the functions be recorded or does one function 
take precedence over another?  RDA 18.5.1.3 provides for recording one or more 
appropriate terms from the list in Appendix I.
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Three MAGERT Honors Awards Given in New Orleans
Submitted by Kathy Weimer,

Chair, Honors Awards Committee

Three individuals received a MAGERT Honors Award from the Map and 
Geography Round Table during the American Library Association Annual 
Conference in New Orleans.  The award is given for exceptional service to 
MAGERT as well as the profession of map librarianship.   

The first went posthumously to Jan Dixon.  Jan, who worked for many years at 
the University of Arkansas Library, passed away in 2009.  She was a long-term 
member of the Round Table.  She was chair of the Map Collection Management 
Discussion Group and was instrumental in the Task Force on Library Security for 
Cartographic Resources.  The work of that Task Force was engaged and impor-
tant, resulting in a very successful program on map security presented at the 2007 
Annual Conference.   Additionally, the work of that Task Force lead to the writing 
of the Map Collection Security Guidelines.  Beyond the numerous contributions 
to the Discussion Group and Task Force, Jan played the role of mentor to many of 
the newer librarians in the Round Table, always had a smile and was appreciated 
as a colleague by many.  In addition to the Honors Award, MAGERT is donating 
a copy of the reproduction of  Atlas Maior by John Bleau, to the University of 
Arkansas Library in her memory.  

The next award went to Chris Kollen.  Chris, a librarian at the University of 
Arizona since 1989, has been active with MAGERT for twenty years.  She began 
her service with MAGERT as subscription manager for Meridian.  Over these 
twenty years she has served and often lead a number of MAGERT committees, 
including Education, Cataloging and Classification, Publications and GeoTech.  
She was instrumental in writing a report calling for structured educational 
offerings for map librarianship.   She was chair of MAGERT from 2000-2001.   
After her term as chair Chris continued to be very active within the organization.  
She led the development of the MAGERT Map Scanning Registry, serving as 
its webmaster, and continues in recent years to be active with the Publications 
Committee and GeoTech.   Beyond the committee work, however, Chris presented 
MAGERT programs in 2009 and 2011, and was lead author on Cartographic 
Citations: A Style Guide 2nd ed.  In addition to her numerous contributions 
to MAGERT, Chris has spoken widely and published on a variety of topics, 
including map cataloging, map reference, education of map librarians, GIS in 
libraries and the Arizona Electronic Atlas.  We were honored to have Chris’s Dean 
of Libraries, Carla Stoffle, in attendance to congratulate Chris.
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Chris Kollen, right, receives the MAGERT Honors Award
from Chair Kathy Weimer.

Rounding out the awards this year was Scott McEathron.  Scott is a long-
time contributor to MAGERT, previously serving on many committees, such 
as the Cataloging and Classification Committee, GeoTech, as chair of the 
Education Committee, and as Round Table chair from 2006-07.  During his 
term as chair, he presided over two very successful programs, on “Security for 
Map Collections” and the history of mapping of the U.S. Coast Survey, as well 
as a very well attended pre-conference on cataloging, which was held at the 
Library of Congress.  After his term as chair, Scott played an instrumental role 
in a critical budgetary decision to shift the newsletter, base line, to an online-
only format.  Scott also served on the Editorial Board of the MAGERT journal, 
Coordinates, and is listed on the MAGERT Web page as a consultant for Digital 
Imaging, Preservation, Dublin Core Metadata and General Questions.  Scott 
has published and presented widely on map related topics, including editing the 
chapter on Geography in ALA’s Guide to Reference and reviews in Choice.  Scott 
began his career at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and also worked at the 
University of Connecticut Libraries and at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign Libraries.  He currently serves as Subject Librarian for Environmental 
Studies, Geology, Geography and Head of the T.R. Smith Map Collection at 
the University of Kansas Libraries.  We were honored to have Scott’s Dean 
of Libraries, Lorraine Haricombe, in attendance to congratulate Scott on his 
achievement.
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University of Kansas Dean of Libraries Lorraine Haricombe congratulates
MAGERT Honors Award winner Scott McEathron.

Electronic Mapping Editor Needed
MAGIRT is looking for a new Electronic Mapping Editor for base line.  The 
position is ideal for someone who likes to write and has experience with digital 
mapping, GIS, map websites and/or geospatial data.  This individual would 
contribute a bimonthly column to base line, apprising MAGIRT members of 
basic, advanced and new developments in electronic mapping, particularly as 
they apply to library collections.

If you are interested in applying for this position, please contact Kathleen 
Weessies, Chair of MAGIRT's Publications Committee, or Steve Rogers, editor 
of base line.

Kathleen:  weessie2@mail.lib.msu.edu
Steve:  rogers.20@osu.edu

mailto:weessie2%40mail.lib.msu.edu?subject=
mailto:rogers.20%40osu.edu?subject=
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As I am working on this, mid-term pressures are building. It’s been a busy 
autumn with maps and carto-questions flying all over the place. I have many more 
reviews that I did not include this time, but selected some good ones to keep it 
simple. Hopefully, I will be able to put some of the unused ones where you can 
find them on my Map Collection website or elsewhere. Some days it’s hard to be 
selective….

This issue has a few items that I hope you may find useful—or even inspiring. I 
enjoy hunting and finding, and I hope you do too.

Geography: What is it Good For?

Pitts, Leonard. “On History, Palin Is Just Like a Lot of Us” Buffalo News (and 
other syndicated papers) (June 12, 2011) (http://www.buffalonews.com/editorial-
page/columns/national-views/article452211.ece).

Geography is important. We live in it, use it all the time, hear about places every 
day, some of which we cannot pronounce, and some that just sound like they 
might as well be on Jupiter. But, one fact remains clear: we all need to study some 
amount of geography if we want to survive in the world. The article I cite above 
holds as its premise the poor geography skills of a public person. It is an editorial, 
an opinion, and as such, contains some truths mixed in with subjective thought. I 
am not writing to praise or punish the writer for his views; I mention this editorial 
because it displays recognition of something that we all know: everyone needs 
geography.

The article is based on our geography-challenged society and also on the lack of 
knowledge of basic history (e.g., what was the civil rights movement?). 

The article inadvertently reflects the need for upgrading education systems to 
address these forms of illiteracy. The banner subtitle above the title states the 
author’s main concern when he says that “the evidence suggests she is a reflection 
of a nation that is in the process of forgetting itself.” Taken this way, the point is 
that anyone from the president (or wannabees) on down, makes mistakes due to a 
lack of knowledge of facts and details.

I could write a book with the number of articles and editorials I have read on 
the subject, but use this as only another reminder that we need to find ways to 
improve geography and history literacy. It is essential for every person on earth; 

New Maps and Cartographic Materials,
Along with Other Items of Interest

David J. Bertuca, Map Librarian
University at Buffalo Libraries Map Collection

http://www.buffalonews.com/editorial-page/columns/national-views/article452211.ece
http://www.buffalonews.com/editorial-page/columns/national-views/article452211.ece
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the lack of knowledge puts people at a disadvantage among their fellow people.

Our growing trend for electronic geography “helpers” is causing changes in the 
mind’s ability to think spatially. Tools are great, but should only be used as tools, 
not replacements for brain functions that should be exercised and prepared to step 
in when tools (or power) fail.

We need to uncover the best practices for teaching this, whether it is to make it 
more interesting, more inviting, or to encourage this learning as a survival skill. 
The one thing that I admit is that there is no “one way” to make this shift toward 
geographic awareness, and that it is easy to comment on it, and even to point out 
the examples of “moments” when someone speaks of a country that doesn’t exist, 
or mentions something they heard about a foreign country, such as New Mexico 
(one of my favorites).

As geographers, cartographers, and map enthusiasts, we enjoy seeing those errors 
and to share anecdotes with others, (who already know the correct answer), how 
someone “didn’t even know where Callicoon was” (I use that one on students I 
teach and it always gives them a momentary thrill when they discover someplace 
that they “had to find” but can forget as soon as the question is answered). 

We also tend to “feed” those with an interest, than to try to encourage the starving 
“ignorants.” So rather than to preach to the disciples, I ask that you all consider 
ways to encourage geographical competence, even if it is only of the basics. 
Perhaps a little geography will be more inviting than an overload. –DJB

Now on to the fun stuff….

Maps

Dominican Rep. & Haiti, Scale 1:400,000/1:350,000. Richmond, B.C.: ITMB 
Publishing, 2011 (ISBN: 1553411749). 2 maps on 1 sheet: col., waterproof; 
sheet 69 x 99 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm. Scale: 1:400,000 (Dominican Republic); 
1:350,000 (Haiti).

The devastating disasters that struck Haiti created the need for new, reliable 
mapping to show the current status of the nation and this new map from ITMB is 
an excellent work. The producers had a tough task drawing this map, but gained 
assistance from a number of sources to produce a map that is (in my opinion) 
very good considering the obstacles. The ITMB description explains this most 
humbly: “This map has been a difficult update, coming in the midst of the turmoil 
in Haiti caused by the earthquake in the spring of 2010. This is actually two 
separate maps sharing a single sheet of paper. The Dom[incan] Rep[ublic] side 
was fairly straight-forward to update, as there has been little change, but the 
Haiti side needed a lot of time and energy. The earthquake revealed a previously 
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unrealized reality – nobody had any information on Haiti. Our map was the only 
one in existence, and it proved to be too weak to meet the needs of humanitarian 
groups. They, however, provided a wealth of useful information as they reached 
out to isolated villages about road conditions, spelling of place names, and actual 
locations, which we have added to our artwork. This is a work in progress, so 
don’t expect perfection, but this map is far better than anything anyone has ever 
done for this country previously. We also have a vastly improved inset map of 
Port-au-Prince, the capital.”

The map is double-sided and is printed on plasticized paper so it is waterproof. 
In addition to providing a detailed map of Haiti and its features, the map will be 
most useful to disaster relief and planning organizations that will be dealing with 
the effects of the earthquake for years. ITMB infers that it will be updating their 
work in the future as additional accurate data becomes available.

Relief is shown by gradient tints and spot heights and is typical of ITMB 
standards. It includes indexes, notes, ancillary maps of Santo Domingo and Port-
au-Prince, and an inset of Ile de la Tortue. The map editions are: 5th (Dominican 
Republic), 2nd (Haiti), so the Haiti one will be of great value for users.

This map is handy for tourists, but because of the dramatic changes to Haiti, it is 
great for any level user who wants to study Haiti for purposes such as: planning, 
earthquake studies, disaster relief, and other critical issues. A digital edition of this 
map is also available.

See also: Web Resources below.

The Great Rift Valley: Dynamics of Life in the Albertine Rift / Africa’s Great 
Lakes. Washington, D.C.: National Geographic, 2011 (issued as supplement to 
National Geographic, Nov. 2011).

It seems awhile since National Geographic included a map with its issue but this 
one is worth the wait. The map accompanies the article “Africa’s Albertine Rift” 
and provides a visual guide to the geology of the Albertine Rift (or East African 
Rift; part of the Great Rift system), in Africa. The double-sided sheet has cross-
sections, habitat descriptions, and a map of the rift in terms of the population and 
the ecosystems. The other side is a relief map showing the Great Lakes Region, 
with ancillary maps of the various rift systems which make up the continent. This 
map also identifies all national parks and preserves in the region, covering much 
of East-Central Africa.

The maps on both sides describe the relationship between people and animal 
habitats, geological progression (the Rift will separate a large section of Africa 
from the continent) and the effect on the entire ecosystem. It provides some 
history with graphic depictions of the region now and through eons of time. 
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This map, along with the magazine article, can be a useful tool for grade-school 
through adult learner. The graphics are clear and the cartography is the usual NGS 
high quality. It provides a good, visual geology report for the region, and shows 
the rift in context to all of the area’s inhabitants.

See also: Web Resources below.

Atlases

Crane, Nicholas and Dean, David. Barefoot World Atlas. Cambridge, MA: 
Barefoot Books, 2011 (ISBN: 9781846863332).

Designed for grade-school students, this atlas “looks at the way in which 
communities and cultures across the world have been shaped by their natural 
environment, and at the ideas and initiatives which are shaping the future.”—
publisher.  The authors state that this is an “atlas for the twenty-first century” 
because it describes global inter-relationships between people, cultures, and 
global development, in relation to the concept of creating a sustainable future.

Teachers for students aged 9-12 (grades 3-5) will find this an inviting 
environmental teaching tool that is specifically aimed at their students’ level 
of learning. The cartographer and author both bring their extensive talents and 
experience to this work. The maps and illustrations are in color and coverage 
broken from continents to regions, and to oceans. Each section has a “facts” list to 
give students interesting pieces of data relevant to the region being described.

This atlas is a good introduction, designed to invite young students into 
geography. Once in, more detailed geography materials will be needed. Its 
strength may lie in the inter-disciplinary view of the world, from ecosystem to 
components of the system, though it is kept simple enough for the target reading 
level.

Web Resources

Albertine Rift Program
http://www.albertinerift.org/

This program, supported by the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), is 
an awareness and resource center on the Albertine Rift region, which is 
environmentally “rich” and which stretches “…from the northern end of Lake 
Albert to the southern end of Lake Tanganyika and extending through the 
countries of Uganda, Rwanda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Burundi and 
Tanzania… [and]… is one of Africa’s most important sites for the conservation of 
biodiversity.”

http://www.albertinerift.org/
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The website describes the entire system and provides descriptions of habitat, 
species, and other facets of the region. It also has bibliographic citations to papers, 
technical reports, and other publications that are useful for the researcher.

This website will be of interest to high-school through adult learner, with 
emphasis on research and on raising awareness. Environmental and natural history 
professionals will find it useful, as will students in fields dealing with entire 
ecosystems.

Albertine Rift
http://www.eoearth.org/article/Albertine_Rift

For additional description and resources on the region, this page covers many 
features relating to ecosystem, environment, inhabitants, and flora. It appears in 
the online Encyclopedia of Earth (http://www.eoearth.org/), which itself is worthy 
of note.

Atlas of Historical County Boundaries
http://publications.newberry.org/ahcbp/

The Newberry Library has a great online atlas that will be of interest to a wide 
variety of users. They have created an interactive map of each state in the U.S., 
showing how county boundaries were drawn from statehood acceptance to the 
present.

The interface is easy to use. First, select a state from the U.S. map. You are 
presented with a descriptive page that offers a list of data that can be viewed and 
used relating to the state’s county boundaries. Included are indexes to counties, 
chronologies of boundary changes, metadata on the data, and download options 
for acquiring GIS and related data to use.

If you simply want to go to a map, then choose “View Interactive Map” and you 
open a GIS of the state showing boundaries with layers for present boundary 
lines, labels, and a few other choices. You can then select a specific date (day/
month/year), and see the map redrawn to show the counties in that year. You may 
also zoom in and use standard GIS user tools.

Students and instructors from grade-school through adult learner will admire this 
site for its accessibility and the ease of use. It would be useful for historic state 
studies, political and administrative history studies, and for any field of study in 
which the need to visualize county names and boundaries at a specific period of 
time is important.

It will also serve GIS users because the data may be downloaded to use in GIS 
software. Additionally, early changes, such as Native American territories, and 

http://www.eoearth.org/article/Albertine_Rift
http://www.eoearth.org/
http://publications.newberry.org/ahcbp/
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boundaries that lay outside the current state dimensions are included in the 
mapping, so that the historic value of the resource is increased.
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Penny Postcards
http://www.usgwarchives.net/special/ppcs/ppcs.html

While not exactly geography, this website features glimpses of the past that would 
supplement historic and anthropological studies, as well as the study of visual 
arts. This is an online collection of penny postcards, so-named because they cost 
1¢ to mail. Postcards are “snapshots” of moments in time, historic places, events, 
and other scenes, that are usually too ephemeral for wide access. This site, part 
of the USGenWeb Archives, gives access to post cards beginning in 1898 (when 
the U.S. government first permitted private production of such mail-friendly 
cards) through 1940, the range of the archive. Postcards are submitted by private 
owners (anyone with a collection may upload an image file: see submission 
requirements). The site is arranged by state, then county and shows thumbnails of 
each card. A brief caption describes the card.

This is a good way to find visual material to include in a presentation where you 
need to add historic shots of a specific place or time period.  It would assist visual 
arts/art history students needing such images. For places such as large cities, there 
is a wealth of images, but even for smaller towns, depending on submissions, 
you may find examples to include for a local history assignment or other themed 
paper. In addition to scenes of places, there are selections of advertising cards that 
add to the study of a city or region.

This collection, which will grow through time, will be appreciated by students 
and researchers in history, visual arts, social history, and other fields. It may 
also be of some use to anthropologists or for those creating histories of a place 
or region (especially large, urban areas). Much of the material is public domain 
(pre-1935). All submissions are from private holders and all are scanned to a 
minimum requirement for consistency. Grade-school through high-school students 
and instructors will find the collection useful, as will local historians and adults 
interested in popular culture. And some of the cards even contain the handwritten 
notes from the sender!

http://www.usgwarchives.net/special/ppcs/ppcs.html
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Books

Farmer, Paul, Mukherjee, Joia. Haiti After the Earthquake. New York: Public 
Affairs, 2011 (ISBN: 9781586489731). xii, 429 p., ill. (also available as an 
e-book).

Along with the Haiti map described earlier (see: Maps), this book provides a 
wealth of detail on all aspects of the earthquake and its effect on the nation and its 
people. It is autobiographical in nature and provides a vivid eyewitness account.

“On January 12, 2010 a massive earthquake laid waste to Port-au-Prince, Haiti, 
killing hundreds of thousands of people. Within three days, Dr. Paul Farmer 
arrived in the Haitian capital, along with a team of volunteers, to lend his 
services to the injured. In this vivid narrative, Farmer describes the incredible 
suffering—and resilience—that he encountered in Haiti. Having worked in the 
country for nearly thirty years, he skillfully explores the social issues that made 
Haiti so vulnerable to the earthquake—the very issues that make it an “unnatural 
disaster.” Complementing his account are stories from other doctors, volunteers, 
and earthquake survivors.  Haiti After the Earthquake will both inform and inspire 
readers to stand with the Haitian people against the profound economic and social 
injustices that formed the fault line for this disaster”—publisher description

The author covers major aspects of the disaster with chapters about specific 
topics. In addition to his own experience, the author also describes views from 
survivors. Topics cover: the catastrophe; government policy in the years before 
the earthquake; refugee camps; relief efforts; reconstruction efforts; medical 
services and epidemics that hampered relief and survival; and related themes. The 
work contains an extensive bibliography and detailed index. Also includes brief 
biographies of the contributors.

This book would be valuable to high-school through adult learners, and would 
interest both research and general reading. The survivor stories provide human 
interest, while the study of politics, cultural and economic effects, and medical 
aspects of the earthquake and its aftermath are found here too. It is an excellent 
model for books covering similar events. An electronic edition of this book is also 
available.
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DeWaal, Caroline Smith; Klein, Sarah A.; Catella, Caitlin; [et al]. All Over The 
Map A 10-Year Review Of State Outbreak Reporting: Including A Report Card 
On 50 States and Washington, D.C. Washington, D.C.: Center for Science in the 
Public Interest, 2011. ii, 66 p. : col. ill. (PDF file). Access: http://cspinet.org/new/
pdf/alloverthemap.pdf.

Do you need to find out how well your state is doing on handling food poisoning 
epidemics? Here is a place to visit.

This report is a “nationwide report card grading the 50 states and the District of 
Columbia on how well they detect, investigate, and report outbreaks of foodborne 
illness finds great variability, indicating that many states are only reporting a 
small fraction of the number of outbreaks as states with better detection and 
reporting systems. Using 10 years of data from the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention and the Center for Science in the Public Interest’s Outbreak Alert! 
database, CSPI assigned a letter grade and created an outbreak profile for each 
state.”—Abstract

The report is a state-by-state listing that allows one to compare states and to get a 
capsule evaluation of their efforts during the data period.

http://cspinet.org/new/pdf/alloverthemap.pdf
http://cspinet.org/new/pdf/alloverthemap.pdf
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Dodge, Martin and Kitchin, Rob, and Perkins, Chris (editors). The Map Reader: 
Theories of Mapping Practice and Cartographic Representation. Chichester, 
West Sussex; Hoboken, NJ: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011 (ISBN: 9780470742839). 
Xxiii, 478 p.: ill. (some col.), maps (some col.).

This collection of articles and essays provides a diverse picture of current 
cartographic practices, as well as innovations in cartography and GIS sciences. 
The authors cover all aspects of current and developing technologies, as well as 
evolving practices, to give the professional a fresh look at the field. The articles 
were published in recent years and reflect contemporary cartography practices, in 
relation to the continuum of the art and science of map making. Also included in 
the work are some of the more “popular” mapping types, giving the book more 
rounded coverage. References are given at the end of each article.

This work is a good resource for college through professional level cartography, 
GIS, and geography studies. It also offers a series of snapshots that will give a 
historic reflection to future researchers.

Jobst, Markus. Preservation in Digital Cartography: Archiving Aspects. Berlin; 
London: Springer, 2011 (ISBN: 9783642127328). xxii, 309 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm. 
(Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography)

One of my concerns in librarianship is the preservation and conservation of 
materials for use now and in the future. Storage today often means digital or 
electronic storage of a facsimile or an electronic file that can be used to reproduce 
an exact replica of the original piece. For cartographic works, this becomes more 
critical since maps and atlases require format considerations in addition to simply 
storing an e-version of the original.

Digital preservation is much more than just scanning and saving a copy of a map. 
It requires a long-range plan including considerations for repository-minded 
thinking and support that will guarantee a viable system for quality and reliability 
of the original materials, and accurate digital versions for the future.

This book is a collection of essays and lecture notes on a very wide array of 
themes involving the archiving of cartographic materials for future access, as well 
as for preservation of the original physical forms.

Contents include chapters on digital basics, technologies and their applications, 
issues on digitization with reference to long-term preservation of maps and 
electronic data files, along with case studies of existing preservation systems. 
Included among the cases are successes and failures, allowing the reader a chance 
to study preservation in a more objective manner.

This book is primarily aimed at preservation and conservation professionals, 
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with emphasis on digital aspects of preservation and repository decision making. 
It would also be useful for map and geography librarians needing to initiate 
digital storage and preservation programs, both as administrator and as systems 
coordinator. For grasping the mechanics of the language and techniques of digital 
cartographic preservation, this book would be a valuable reference.

Hinch, Stephen W. Outdoor Navigation with GPS. 3rd ed. Birmingham, AL: 
Wilderness Press, 2011 (ISBN: 9780899976501). xii, 220 p.: ill., tables, maps.

Along with GIS, Global Positioning Systems (GPS) are becoming ubiquitous to 
almost anyone. Each tool has its own levels of need, and both share in a symbiotic 
relationship. GPS however, is a universal tool among humans ranging from 
children through professionals. Whether used for recreation or warfare, GPS skills 
are always in need of learning or improving. The nice thing about GPS is that 
much of the learning part is the same for the amateur as for the professional.

In this case, the main emphasis is on using GPS for outdoor navigation. It is 
useful for hikers, bikers, and trekkers of any sort. It is a basic textbook that the 
beginner or intermediate user will find helpful. Since the focus is on “outdoors” 
(meaning wilderness) navigation, the reader will find all that is needed to get 
started, to plan his trip, and to be proficient at finding his way.

What makes this book more relevant is what it adds: the book discusses 
“alternate” navigation techniques, including: map and compass, observation, 
and other manual methods for finding your way. The author explains why this 
is important and how to prepare for any situation (e.g., dead batteries, lost GPS, 
cloudy weather, etc.). These are essential skills that are becoming lost in the 
modern electronic/digital world.

Also included are “fun” ways to learn and use GPS units. This is useful for 
instructors who want to teach skills in real situations, or for group organizers who 
wish to build team experiences using methods such as geocaching, and to make 
the efforts more interesting.

Contents: Basics of GPS — GPS receivers — Navigation using waypoints and 
bearings — Knowing your position — Entering and navigating to stored way-
points — Topographic maps — Route planning and navigation — Preparing for 
disaster — Navigating with a map and compass — Primitive navigation tech-
niques — Geocaching — More fun and games — Trail mapping with GPS — 
Highway navigation with GPS — GPS receiver selection guide – Bibliography 
— Index.

The book is written for high-school through adult learner, with clear examples, 
concise writing, and is a good introduction to GPS for anyone. It will help the 
reader gain necessary skills to understand and to teach others how to get the most 
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out of their GPS experience.

Pinde Fu, Jiulin Sun. Web GIS: Principles and Applications. Redlands, Calif.: 
ESRI Press, 2011 (ISBN: 9781589482456). xiv, 296 p., col. ill.

If you want to learn more on how you can produce GIS for Internet use, or if you 
want to become better able to understand Web GIS applications, you will find this 
book helpful. It will also be useful to anyone learning GIS, or anyone who needs 
to configure their work in order to upload to a website for use by others.

“This book offers a balance of principles, concepts, and techniques to guide 
readers toward an understanding of how the World Wide Web can expand and 
modernize the way you use GIS technology.”—[book cover]

Contents: GIS in the web era — Technical basics — Geospatial web services — 
Geospatial mashups — Mobile GIS — Geoportals — NSDI in the web 2.0 era 
— Web GIS applications in e-business — Web GIS applications in e-government 
— Hot topics and new frontiers — Bibliography — Index.

It also covers some of the coding technologies necessary for Web interface 
and design. The book would be useful to GIS professionals, college students 
learning GIS and Web design, as well as for librarians needing to understand the 
terminology and principles of GIS/Web interaction.

Thomas, Christopher and Warren, Heather. Mapping the Nation: GIS for 
Federal Progress and Accountability. Redlands, Calif.: ESRI Press, 2011 (ISBN: 
9781589482869). 133 p.: col. ill., col. maps.

As GIS becomes more mainstream, the need for readings on all aspects of the 
technology—at a number of skill levels—are needed. Even for teachers and 
librarians, works that explain GIS, from data gathering to established system, the 
need for good texts is now a necessity. This book is for the professional, as well 
as for the information provider, for learning the details about government GIS 
activities in both general and specific use. Included are main areas of ecology and 
natural resources management, land use, economic studies relating to geography, 
sustainable development, epidemiology, and public safety activities. Programs 
working with government agencies will be especially interested in this book, as 
well as professionals in municipal public services organizations. 

The book’s focus on the interrelation between the environment, economy, society, 
health, and natural resources planning make this work timely. The book would be 
useful for college studies, as well as for professionals in a wide range of fields. 
Public action organizations will also find this work helpful.
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Verjee, Firoz. GIS Tutorial for Humanitarian Assistance. Redlands, Calif.: ESRI 
Press, 2011 (ISBN: 9781589482135). xv, 360 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly 
col.) + 1 DVD-ROM.

In addition to other titles in this month’s column relating to disasters and 
preparedness, this book will help professionals and college students to become 
better able to provide geo-spatial support in working on humanitarian support and 
implementation plans. This is similar to, but not necessarily related to, support for 
disaster situations. It refers to using GIS for assisting humanitarian aid program 
support, in which financial and material support systems may be better able to 
plan far-reaching programs worldwide.

Written for GIS professionals, this ESRI publication integrates GIS users with 
humanitarian and municipal services professionals so that both may coordinate 
and communicate to produce active GIS-response systems, as well as maps for 
recording programs and results.

This book would be good for college students, professionals, and for those 
needing to work with both the systems and front-line users to coordinate services 
in an economic and effective manner. It will be useful for service providers as 
well—in learning what is possible, while also learning GIS terminology in the 
context of developing and implementing aid programs.

Finally

Before my usual finishing sentence (which is mostly there to let you know I’ve 
finished this column), I am including something that might be a whole lot more 
interesting.

Best Videos on the Web
http://www.wimp.com/

I will state up front: this website has only a tangential connection to geography, 
but I have a good reason for noting it. For a few years, I have been visiting this 
website. I visit every few weeks, or whenever I need to feel a little inspiration. 
Since I have a larger screen at home, and since it is better to watch with friends, I 
usually sit down some evening and just let the Internet renew itself.

The title is exactly on target. This website posts links to the some of the best 
videos on the Internet. What you will find each week (previous weeks are 
archived so you can go back and locate earlier posts) allows you to find the 
newest or oldest selections easily. All videos included are suitable for all ages. 
What this site does is preview videos and then select six each week that are 
exceptional in nature. There are slow-motion, time-lapse, and real-time videos, 
from both professionals and amateurs.

http://www.wimp.com/
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Contents range from cell phone captures of unique events, both large (i.e., the 
tsunami in Japan), and more personal (i.e., a bear swinging in someone’s backyard 
hammock), to specific segments from TED.com lectures. What is special is that 
you will see excellent visuals, often high-definition film shorts, and other films 
that document daily life, show unique events, or that inspire your mind with the 
beauty and creative aspects of life.

Try these examples:

A Man making chess pieces by hand (http://www.wimp.com/chesspieces/)
Battling bad science (http://www.wimp.com/badscience/)
Woman hearing herself for the first time (http://www.wimp.com/hearingher-
self/)
Aurora Borealis in Finnish Lapland (http://www.wimp.com/finnishlapland/)
The Final Space Shuttle mission (http://www.wimp.com/atlantismission/)
Water ink (http://www.wimp.com/waterink/)
Watermelon skin carving (http://www.wimp.com/watermeloncarving/)

The video controls are the same ones YouTube uses, including the option to go to 
full-screen (which is wonderful for HD videos). All videos have reference links 
that lead you to their producers, which is a great feature for many of the videos.

This website is for everyone! You will find inspiration, innovation, new sounds, 
new ideas, and an infinite diversity of world sights. You may also laugh, cry, 
and say “aw” a lot. So when you feel a little down, or want to feel awed by the 
creative spark that lives within each of us (it may give you your spark), this is 
worth experiencing. For science, popular culture, cultural studies, and other areas 
of study, knowing that this collection exists is definitely a plus.

Conclusion

Best wishes for the completion of the school year, and for the coming new year. 
May the year 2012 last a bit longer so we can find more time to appreciate the 
carto-universe and geographical pleasures (with maybe a journey using both 
somewhere along the way)–DJB

http://www.wimp.com/chesspieces/
http://www.wimp.com/badscience/
http://www.wimp.com/hearingherself/
http://www.wimp.com/hearingherself/
http://www.wimp.com/finnishlapland/
http://www.wimp.com/atlantismission/
http://www.wimp.com/waterink/
http://www.wimp.com/watermeloncarving/
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GUESS WHAT      YOU’RE IN THE CASH CAB
ITS A TV GAME SHOW THAT TAKES PLACE 
HERE IN MY TAXI   YOUR DESTINATION 
IS 40 BLOCKS AWAY SO LETS GET STARTED:
WHAT ARCHIPELAGO EAST OF SOUTH 
AMERICA DID GREAT BRITIAN AND 
ARGENTINA GO TO WAR OVER IN 1982

!?!  
71ST AND 
BROADWAY, 
PLEASE

!

!

?

..

WE NEED TO DO A 
STREET SHOUTOUT!

OH, MAN, I HAVE NO IDEA!
THIS IS THEIR LUCKY DAY!

 c  Jim Coombs 10/11

Great Moments In Map Librarianship   by Jim Coombs

EXCUSE ME, SIR,
CAN YOU HELP US
ANSWER A GEOGRAPHY 
QUESTION ...


